INTERIOR REGULATIONS

INTRODUCTION:
The STADE PIERRE-MAUROY LILLE METROPOLE is a sporting activity Site open to the public, authorized by
decree of the Prefect of the "Nord" region dated 20 November 2014. Additionally the ARENA is a concert venue,
authorized by decree of the Prefect of the "Nord" region dated 26 October 2012.
DEFINITIONS:
For the purposes of these regulations, words in capitals are defined as follows:
Site: This refers to the whole of the STADE PIERRE-MAUROY LILLE METROPOLE and its ARENA, located at
261 Boulevard de Tournai in Villeneuve d'Ascq (59650). The site is considered to be the area enclosed by the
limiting fences inside which only entitled people may enter.
Operator: This refers to ELISA as the company which commercially operates the Site in compliance with the
Partnership Contract agreed between them and the LILLE EUROPEAN METROPOLIS.
Organizer: Refers to any individual or commercial entity acting as the Organizer of an Event held within the site
or on the Parvis.
Parvis: Refers to the privately managed urban space which is open to the public and delineated: (i) by the
Boulevard de Tournai to the North, (ii) by the Rue de la Volonté to the East, (iii) by the Rue du Virage to the West
and (iv) by Car-park A2 to the South. Car-park A2: Refers to the parking area to the South of the Site, it has
3000 parking spaces for light vehicles, and is accessed via the rue du Virage and the rue de la Volonté.
Car-park A1: Refers to the parking spaces located beneath the Site and accessed via the rue de la Volonté.
SCOPE OF THESE REGULATIONS
Article 1: These Interior Regulations have been drawn up by ELISA in their role as the Operator of the STADE
PIERRE-MAUROY LILLE METROPOLE and its ARENA. They are applicable to all persons entitled to enter
(ticket, access authorization or accreditation, etc.) the Site and all persons present on the Parvis or inside Carparks A1 & A2. Parking a vehicle on the Parvis or Car-parks A1 & A2, the possession and/or use of invalid
access entitlement, unauthorized entry into the Site, are also regulated by the articles of these Interior Rules and
applicable to any such situation which may arise.
Article 2: The Interior Regulations are displayed in the ticket offices on the Parvis, at the entrances and exits of
Car-parks A1& A2 and also on the fences near to the Site's entrance gates, of which there are five (North, South,
East, West & away-fans). The Interior Regulations are available for consultation on the Site's official website (at
this time www.stade-pierre-mauroy.com).
Article 3: In any case where one of the articles of these Interior Regulations should contravene a current or
future legal or regulatory statute, the said article will be considered as unwritten, all other articles will remain in
force and applicable.
Article 4: By principal, these Interior Regulations are the only such regulations which may be applied to the
persons mentioned herein. Should a specific regulation be applied to an Event by its organizer, notably the LOSC
LILLE, the latter will take precedence over the Interior Regulations.
ACCESS & TICKET SALES:
Article 5: Outside of specific opening times for Events as indicated on tickets, the Stadium is open during the
hours indicated on the entrance gates. Unless specifically authorized by the Operator, all access to the Site is
forbidden outside of these opening hours. Certain areas within the Site may have specific opening hours
relating to Events. In this case, any applicable specific regulations associated with the event will be displayed at
the entrance to the area in question or on the associated tickets. In all cases, access to areas undergoing
works or maintenance is forbidden to all persons not authorized to do so by the Operator.
Article 6: Access to certain areas within the Site may be restricted or subject to an entrance fee (reception areas,
press areas, etc.). In this case, accesses is subject to the holding of an entrance ticket or pass which can be sold
at a price defined by the specific Event conditions. Access to the Site is restricted to persons holding valid
entrance tickets or passes which have been controlled by personnel representing either the Operator or the
Event Organizer, or by an automatic fixed or mobile access control system. Spot checks may be operated within
the site, tickets must remain available for inspection at all times.
Article 7: All persons must have tickets authorizing their access to the areas referred to on the said ticket.
In principle, Operator or Organizer reserves the right to refuse the right of access to minors under the age of
sixteen which are not accompanied by a legal or designated representative (in this situation, no right of
repayment will be possible). Minors between the ages of sixteen and eighteen are authorized subject to being
able to present a parental authorization at first request.
For safety reasons, particular regard to the sound volume, Operator advises parents not to take children under
the age of five to the Site (except for children’s Event). In this situation Operator declines any responsibility in this
matter.
Any person with a ticket at a reduced or adapted price must be able to justify their eligibility for the said rate or
they will be removed from the Site or refused entry. Any person entering the Site to work or participate in an
Event must have special access authorization or be authorized to do so by the Event Organizer (or the Operator).
These persons must have visible identification (e.g.: badge) and be able to prove their identity.
Article 8: Any person wishing to enter the Site must accept the control operations carried out on the Site. During
events, the public must agree to be searched by security staff and, where necessary, allow the inspection of their
hand-bags by authorized security agents assigned by the Event Organizer or Operator – in liaison with the
competent authorities. All persons may be required to present the objects they are carrying and/or pass through
security detection gates and allow their hand-bags and personal possessions to be controlled by a certified X-ray
unit. Any person who refused to accept these measures may be refused access to the Site or may be removed
from the Site without any possibility of reimbursement.
Article 9: Unless authorized by the Operator, no means of transport will be allowed into the Site except for
wheelchairs for sick or disabled persons subject to the condition that the means of transport does not use
combustible fuel. Before entering the Site any children's cars, skate-boards, roller-skates and bicycles must be
left in the dedicated cloakrooms on the Parvis. The Operator and Event Organizer refuse all responsibility for any
damages caused to a third party or installations through the use of authorized means of transport.
Article 10: All persons whose behavior is considered to be violent, racist or abusive and any person in a state of
inebriation or under the influence of intoxicating substances, will be refused entry to the Site or immediately
removed from the Site without this affecting any further legal procedure. When the Stadium is holding a sporting
event access will be refused to all persons subject to legal proceedings or administrative refusal to enter or be
present near to a site where a sporting event is being held. In parallel to articles L. 332-3 and following of the
(French) Sporting Code, unless specifically authorized by the Event Organizer, the following acts are forbidden
within the Site of the Stadium during any event:
- the introduction by force or fraud of alcoholic beverages as defined in article L. 3321-1 of the (French)
Public Health Code; - entry in a state of inebriation;
- Any acts of violence;
- Any forced or fraudulent attempt to enter the Site;
- Any attempt to incite hatred or violence towards any individual or group of individuals by any means
whatsoever;
- The introduction, wearing or open exhibition of emblems, signs or symbols representing racist or
xenophobic ideologies; - the introduction, possession or use of any form of firework;
- the unjustified introduction, possession or use of any object which may be considered as a weapon (improvised
or prepared) as defined in article 132-75 of the (French) Criminal Code, such as firearms and replica firearms;
hand-weapons, any object with a cutting edge, any blunt object (except walking sticks used by invalid or aged
people); pointed or sharp objects; tools of any kind, shoes with steel toe-caps or exterior metal fixtures; etc.
- the introduction of any bottle or can of any type of container, except for uncapped plastic bottles of less than
50cl;
- the throwing of any projectile which may present a danger to personal safety or to use, or try to use the
Stadium's movable or fixed installations as projectiles;
- Any attempt to disturb an event or endanger personal or material safety by invading the pitch or stage areas;

Article 11: It is also forbidden, inside the Site, to: introduce, possess or use toxic, explosive, inflammable,
corrosive, radioactive, water-reactive, volatile or deflagrating substances;
- introduce animals, other than guide dogs accompanying individuals with invalidity cards;
- introduce pushchairs, unless specifically authorized by the Operator and/or Event Organizer;
- introduce, possess or use cameras and/or camera tripods or booms
- introduce, possess or use audio equipment such as loudspeakers, foghorns or musical instruments, unless
specifically authorized by the Event Organizer;
- introduce laser pointing devices;
- introduce balls or balloons or to play with them.
Beyond any potential criminal proceedings against the perpetrator of any criminal act, any person who
introduces, possesses, carries, displays or uses any objects which are forbidden within the Site will be refused
entry and will be removed from the site with no right to claim any reimbursement. Forbidden objects may be
confiscated by security operatives assigned by the Event Organizer for the security of the Event and placed in the
cloakrooms. All voluminous objects must be left in the cloakrooms (notably anything with a volume of more than
20 liters), all bags (other than hand-bags, shoulder-bags, small-bags or briefcases), non-retractable umbrellas
and motorcycle helmets must also be left in the cloakrooms.
PERSONAL AND MATERIAL SAFETY
Article 12: Within the Stadium Site it is specifically forbidden:
- To smoke (by any means) in the entire Site with the exception of spaces with ashtrays nearby Site’s external
grids;
- To park on rights of way, staircases, open spaces, access areas, entrances or exits;
- To use the emergency exits, except in cases of emergency evacuations;
- To hang on to, climb on or penetrate any of the partitions destined to separate spectators or to pass from one
stand to another without tickets authorizing any such access;
- To hang on to, climb on or penetrate the barriers, railings or fences;
- To enter unauthorized zones, works areas or try to access the roof of the Site or any technical area;
- To try to initiate any running, barging, sliding, jumping or climbing;
- To stand on the seats;
- To behave, individually or as a group, in a way that may cause injury to others or damage to equipment;
- To violate any indicated instructions;
- To discard paper, rubbish or chewing gum;
- To graffiti, apply posters, stain or degrade the interior of the Site or its exterior walls;
- To voluntarily damage or destroy the movable or fixed installations, notably any permanent or temporary
installations of the Site, Parvis, A2 & A1 car-park, or installed by the Event Organizer. Any person found
voluntarily damaging or destroying these installation or who threatens the safety of others, notably through
the use of explosive or inflammable substances will be immediately handed over to the police;
- To organize or participate in unregulated or unauthorized betting activities or betting games;
- To intentionally disguise or hide their identity;
- To disturb the peace of the area, notably to disturb other spectators through manifestly abnormal (for the Event),
abusive, hostile or provocative behavior;
- To use the facilities in ways for which they were not designed.
Article 13: Within the Site, the public must respect all recommendations, instructions or injunctions declared
by the security service, designated by the Event Organizer, to maintain order at the Event in terms of safety and
security.
Article 14: All persons present within the Site are informed and therefore implicitly agree that in the case of a
major incident likely to endanger the safety of individuals and/or equipment, such as a fight, a serious external
event, the cancellation of the Event, the start of a fire, a mass movement or a general panic.... the authorized
representative of the Operator or the Event Organizer will have the power to close the entrances, temporarily or
permanently stop the Event, decide to partially or completely evacuate the Site, keep the public inside the Site
strictly for the period of time necessary to deal with the event causing the situation.
In cases of evacuation this will be as orderly and disciplined as possible, under the direction of safety and
security staff as well as evacuation managers, and with full respect of all instructions given by the latter and in
application of the Site's safety regulations. Any disturbance to the evacuation procedure is strictly forbidden and
may lead to criminal proceedings.
Article 15: In cases of accident or illness, the victim must not be moved, encouraged to drink to take any
medicine before the emergency services arrive. If there is a doctor or a nurse present amongst the public, this
person will stay with the victim until the emergency services arrive. They will then provide their name and address
a member of the Operator's staff.
Article 16: All lost children will be taken to the Central First-aid Centre by a security staff-member. If necessary,
and once the Site closes any lost child will be put in the care of the Villeneuve d'Ascq police authorities.
Article 17: Lost property (excluding LOSC LILLE matches) must be handed in to a member of the Operator's
staff, it will then be passed on to the appropriate department; it will then be available for recovery by its owner for
a period of one month before being destroyed or given to charity. It is also requested that all spectators be as
vigilant as possible in avoiding that an object be considered as suspicious and require measures which may have
an affect on the Event.
Article 18: The use of the lifts is reserved for disabled people and people with tickets for the level 1 "VIP"
section, press representatives and authorized personnel.
Article 19: The public must respect their seat numbers and follow all indications provided on their tickets and by
the reception, assistance, seating and security personnel. The Event Organizer undertakes to provide an
effective solution for any person who finds that their seat is unduly occupied. The security service engaged for an
Event by its Organizer will use all possible legal means to ensure that seating numbers are respected. The
Operator reserves the Organizer’s right to displace the audience with respect or not to ticket price categories.
The Operator reserves the Organizer’s right to decide that access to numbered seats will not be guaranteed
after the start of the Event.
CLAUSES RELATING TO THE PARVIS:
Article 20: On the Parvis, it is specifically forbidden: to enter with (unless specifically authorized to do so by the
Operator) and use any motorized vehicle such as a motorbike, scooter, quad, etc.;
- To park a motorized vehicle outside of the specific parking spaces;
- To park an unauthorized vehicle;
- To access the landscaped areas of the Parvis and the services zone to the South of the Site (helicopter landing
pad, emergency service access, antenna, etc.);
- To damage, switch off or in any way disrupt the lighting on the Parvis or any of its installations;
- To carry out dangerous activities or make loud or unsuitable noises such as using a skate-board, bicross and,
generally speaking, any machine likely to endanger other members of the public or likely to cause damage or
disturbance to other Site users;
- To degrade, dump rubbish or any other polluting activity such as noise, smoke, odours, dust, vibrations, etc.;
- To apply any unauthorized graffiti, posters or markings;
- To distribute promotional and/or commercial material, tracts or brochures without the specific authorization of
the Operator;
- To gather in number or demonstrate without specific authorization of the Operator;
- To pass beyond the partitions destined to filter or contain ticket-holders entering the Site;
- To pass beyond any barriers or fences;
- To violate any indicated instructions;
- To try to initiate any running, barging, sliding, jumping or climbing;
- To use a slingshot, throw any object, climb on fencing, seats or exterior furniture;
- To distribute bird seed or food for the birds;
- To carry out any unauthorized commercial, promotional or propaganda activity, to collect money, to distribute or
sell pamphlets or objects of any nature whatsoever including drink or foodstuffs;
- To organize any unauthorized cultural or political gathering;
- To disturb others present by making noise, notably listening to electronic appliances, using musical instruments,
except in cases where authorization has been given;
- To use the facilities in ways for which they were not designed;
- To organize any unauthorized show or event;
- To organize any guided visit without authorization from the Operator;
- To set off fireworks, without authorization;
- To interfere with emergency equipment without reason;
- To light fires;
- To camp or install any camping equipment;
- To introduce drinks in containers made from anything other than plastic or cardboard, on the Parvis during an
event.
Subsequently, and as an example, the possession of a bottle, glass or can is strictly forbidden on the Parvis
during Events. We would like to inform the public that the security services are authorized to interrupt any act or
behavior on the Parvis likely to disturb public order or endanger other members of the public.

Article 21: Access to the Parvis may be subject to temporary conditions imposed by the Operator, notably in
cases of extreme weather conditions, technical interventions, works for the preparation of an Event or for a
special Event. In this case the Operator or Organizer will maintain the safety of the public by installing suitable
informative signs and barriers around the Parvis' access points.
CLAUSES RELATING TO THE A2 & A1 CAR-PARKS:
Article 22: By principle, the A2 & A1 Car-parks are only accessible during Events. The days and times of
opening will be indicated on the specific tickets or on the Site's official website. Unless otherwise stated, the A2 &
A1 Car-parks will be accessible to users one hour before the Site opens and will close one hour after the end of
the event.
Article 23: For certain events, the Operator or Organizer retains the right to sell tickets providing access to the
A2 & A1 Car-parks. Unless otherwise stated, these tickets may only purchased with a payment card via agents
designated by the Operator or the Organizer.
Article 24: In cases of emergency or saturation for whatever reason, the Operator or Organizer reserves the right
to refuse access to the A2 & A1 Car-parks by redirecting users to another car-park area. Unless otherwise stated
by the Operator or the Organizer, all exits from the A2 & A1 Car-parks will be definitive.
Article 25: Vehicles admitted to the A2 & A1 Car-parks must comply with the standards as defined by the (French)
Road Traffic Act under the category "Tourist car". Vehicles using Liquefied Petroleum Gas will be admitted to the
A2 & A1 Car-parks, provided that their fuel tank is fitted with a safety release valve. Additionally, access to the A2 &
A1 Car-parks is specifically forbidden for vehicles of a height greater than one meter ninety (including load and
accessories), vehicles towing a trailer or a caravan, motor-homes, any vehicle likely to cause disturbance or safety
risks to the car-park or its users, as well as to merchants, prospectors or any other sellers of merchandise and/or
services not authorized by the Operator.
Article 26: The regulatory articles of the (French) Road Traffic Act are applicable, unless indicated otherwise,
inside the car-parks. In the case of any incident, all users must heed the safety instructions displayed inside the
car-park and comply with any instructions provided by the authorized personnel of the Operator or Organizer.
Article 27: It is strictly forbidden to smoke or to introduce, possess or use toxic, explosive, inflammable
(excluding those contained in fuel tanks), and corrosive, radioactive, water-reactive, volatile or deflagrating
substances, into the A2 & A1 Car-parks. All vehicle maintenance activities are also strictly forbidden inside the
car-parks.
Article 28: If a vehicle is left inside the car-park after it has closed, the vehicle may only be recovered after
contacting the Site's safety office at 03.20.59.41.09. After a period of 24 hours as of the closing of the car-park,
the Operator will have the vehicle removed in compliance with the applicable laws relating to private areas.
Article 29: The distribution of flyers, pamphlets or any other promotional or propaganda activity as well as the
collection of money is strictly forbidden. All persons identified as participating in any such activities will be
removed from the car-park and may be subjected to criminal procedures.
PHOTOGRAPHY - AUDIO RECORDINGS - IMAGE RIGHTS:
Article 30: It is not allowed to take photographs or sound recordings or to record video or sound inside the Site
without the specific authorization of the Operator and/or Event Organizer. However a certain amount of leeway
will be allowed for cameras which do not have interchangeable lenses; any image or sound recording taken
inside the Site by a spectator of an Event may only be used for strictly personal purposes. No commercial usage
may be made. However, the Operator or Organizer reserves the right to strictly forbid all photography and/or
sound/image/video recording by any individual in certain designated areas or during certain designated Events.
In cases where a spectators intentions regarding the use of their camera may be in doubt the security personnel
reserve the right to have the material placed in the cloakroom.
The Site is covered by the intellectual property and image rights of the Operator and its architects. Consequently,
any images/photographs, videos may not be used without prior specific authorization from the Operator, who
reserves the right to file legal proceedings against any unauthorized usage of images/photographs/videos of the
Site.
Article 31: Any person present at an event held in the Site implicitly agrees to allow the Operator and Event
Organizer to use their image, voice or representation, free of charge, on any support relating to the event and/or
the promotion of the Site or activities held therein: including photographs, live or pre-recorded television
broadcasts, video or audio recordings or transmissions, and this on a global scale for the legal duration of
author's rights protection. All persons have the legal and exclusive right to their image as an integral part of their
personality which empowers them to request that their image not be reproduced. This request must be made in
writing by post to the Operator's Marketing service.
Article 32: The public is informed that a video surveillance system is installed and used by the Operator (under
supervision of the competent authorities during Events) within the Site and its surroundings for their safety, the
security of their possessions and the installation and for the prevention of terrorist acts. The right to access these
images can be exercised via the Site's Dedicated Safety Director, whose telephone number is provided on the
video surveillance system informative signs as decreed by article 19 of French ordinance n°96-926 of the 17th
October 1996. In the absence of any investigation of a specific crime, preliminary criminal investigation, specific
Event or a legal procedure, the recordings will be wiped within a maximum period of ten days.
CLAUSES RELATING TO GROUPS:
Article 33: The Site may be visited during specially organized operations, subject to conditions laid out by the
Operator. Group visits must be accompanied by dedicated member of the Operator's staff, whose role is to
ensure that the Internal Regulations and safety indications are respected. The Site's safety personnel are fully
authorized to refuse access to all or part of a group if they are not suitably accompanied or in cases of violations
of these Internal Regulations.
Article 34: Group visits are organized during the Site's opening hours and must not cause any disruption to other
individuals, to this effect groups may be divided into smaller groups if necessary. All members of these groups
are subject to all of the indications and restrictions laid out in these Internal Regulations. The Operator reserves
the right to alter or modify the visit itinerary at their own discretion. Specific visit conditions will be contractually
agreed between the Operator and the visit organiser or the members of the group, these will also apply all terms
and conditions of sale applicable to group visits.
CLAIMS - LIABILTY & SANCTIONS
Article 35: All claims concerning LOSC matches should be addresses to LOSC LILLE - Domaine de Luchin,
Grand Rue, BP79, 59780 Camphin en Pévèle, and for other events to ELISA - 261 Boulevard de Tournai, 59650
Villeneuve d'Ascq.
Article 36: The Operator will not be held responsible for any cancellation of postponement of an Event (any
reimbursement conditions will be provided by the ticket office concerned), for any alarms and specific safety
procedures for the general public in the case of a major incident, for the content of an Event or any modification
to an Event program. More generally, the Operator cannot be held responsible for accidents resulting from an
infraction of these Internal Regulations committed by any person.
Article 37: All individuals are responsible for the personal possessions which they do not leave in the
cloakrooms. Under no circumstances will the Operator or Organizer take responsibility for any loss of theft
inside the Site, on the Parvis or in the Car-parks.
Article 38: Any infringement of these Internal Regulations to which the Operator or Organizer is made aware
may lead to, beyond any criminal procedure, the application of one or a number of the following sanctions by the
Operator or the Organizer: refusal of entry or immediate removal from the Site or Car-park without any ticket
reimbursement, transfer of the perpetrator to the police force, cancellation or suspension of a season ticket, or
purchase contract for a viewing area, for the current and any future Events.
LEGAL VALUE
This English version of INTERIOR REGULATIONS is given for information only. The only French version available
on http://www.stade-pierre-mauroy.com/reglement-interieur is legally binding between the parties.

Villeneuve d’Ascq, August 1st 2017

